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Abstract. There exist continuously many finitely generated

torsion-free groups which cannot be obtained from the infinite

cyclic group by repeatedly forming the free product with an amalga-

mated subgroup of any two groups already obtained, taking sub-

groups, and forming ascending unions.

1. Let C be the class of those groups which can be obtained from

the infinite cyclic group by repeatedly forming the generalized free

product with an amalgamated subgroup of any two groups already

obtained, taking subgroups and forming ascending unions. Then

every group in Q is torsion-free (see e.g. B. H. Neumann [7]).

Recently Graham Higman has again raised the possibility that the

converse is also true. However this is by no means the case for we

shall prove the following

Theorem. There exist continuously many finitely generated torsion-

free groups which lie outside G.

Now it is easy to prove (e.g. by using the technique developed in

G. Higman, B. H. Neumann and Hanna Neumann [3]) that if A

and B lie in C so does their direct product A XB and also if A is a

normal subgroup of a group G, and if G/A is infinite cyclic then GE&

whenever ^4£C This suggests that a torsion-free finitely generated

group G, whose factor derived group G/G' is finite, might well lie

outside C, and indeed this is the motivating fact in a search for

groups outside e.

2. Let us put C0= {Z\ and define for each ordinal a a class of

groups <Ba as follows: If a =8 + 1 then Qa consists of the subgroups of

any free product with an amalgamated subgroup of two groups in e$;

if a is a limit ordinal then Ca is the class of groups which are the union

of an ascending chain of groups, one from each Qp with 8<a- Thus 6

is the union of the Ca. We observe that each Qa is closed under the

formation of subgroups.
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The following lemma is crucial in our proof that C does not contain

all torsion-free groups.

Lemma 1. Let G be a finitely generated group which is indecomposable

with respect to the free product with an amalgamated subgroup, i.e., if

G = (A*B;U)

then either A — U or B=U. If G/G' is finite and GGC then G is the
identity group.

Proof. Suppose GEQ, Gt^I. Let a be the least ordinal for which

GEGa- Since G is finitely generated (and hence not the union of a

properly ascending infinite chain of subgroups) a is not a limit

ordinal. Therefore a =8+1 for some ordinal 8- This means that G is a

subgroup of P = (A * B; U) for a suitable choice of A, BE&b- But,

by Theorem 6 of [4], every finitely generated indecomposable sub-

group of P either has an infinite cyclic factor group or else is con-

tained in a conjugate of A or B. So G is isomorphic to a subgroup of

A or B and therefore GEQb- This contradicts the minimality of a.

Hence G= 1 as claimed.

3. We are now in a position to construct our torsion-free groups

which lie outside <B. To this end let F be the free nilpotent group of

class two on a and b. Thus

F = (a, b; [a, b]a = a[a, b], b[a, b] = [a, b]b)

where [a, b] =a~1b~1ab. Put c= [a, b]. The mapping

a —> b~la~l,       6 —> a

defines an automorphism <p of F of order three which leaves c fixed.

We define (cf. J. F. Bowers [l])

G — (a, b, t; [a, b]a = a[a, b], b[a, b] = [a, b]b, trxat

= b~xar\ tr^bt = a, /9 = [a, b]).

Then it is easy to see, either by using the classical extension theory

of O. Schreier (see e.g. A. G. Kurosh [5]) or by making use of the

presentation theory of Reidemeister and Schreier as described in [6],

that F is naturally embedded in G; and moreover, since c has no cube

root in F, that G is torsion-free. But G/G' is of order 27. So if G is

indecomposable, then, by Lemma 1, GG ©• But G satisfies the identity

(i) [[*»,y,],*,] = i.

On the other hand if P= (A * B; U) and A 5* U^B, then either P
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contains a free subgroup of rank two, or U is of index two in both A

and B. This means that a generalized free product P never satisfies

the identity (1).

Now there exist continuously many finitely generated torsion-

free groups (P. Hall [2]). If H is any one of these groups then of

course GXHtfzQ. Moreover it is not difficult to choose the groups H

so that the number of nonisomorphic groups GXH that arise is the

power of the continum. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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